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Dear Parents/Guardians, Students and Staff, 
 
I am happy to say that the routines of the new school year are becoming well established.                 
It’s a joy to see our students each morning entering the building with their big smiling                
faces! 
 
I’m confident that part of what makes them eager to enter school is the new and long-term                 
friendships they share at Bretton Woods, which is part of why I am eager to share our Book                  
of the Month for October, Big Wolf & Little Wolf, by Nadine Brun-Cosme. Students of all                
ages will connect with this book, both for its message and its heartfelt illustrations. After               
all, who hasn’t felt like Big Wolf at times and experienced some apprehension when a new                
face appears in a place that has felt so comfortably yours? Whether the new face belongs to                 
a new classmate or a new child in the family, it can be an unsettling experience. Or,                 
perhaps you have felt like Little Wolf - new to a place and not quite sure how to fit in.  
 
This book shares both characters’ perspectives, offering students in words and pictures,            
opportunities to explore the expressive artwork while readers also explore the various            
emotions that Big Wolf and Little Wolf experience throughout this text. Discussions with             
students can center around the friendship in this story. How did Big Wolf feel when Little                
Wolf walked over to his tree for the first time? What made him feel that way? Have you                  
ever felt that way when someone new came to your class? How did Big Wolf feel when                 
Little Wolf didn’t come back? What changed the way he felt? 
 
The author’s two other books, Big Wolf and Little Wolf: The Leaf That Wouldn’t Fall and Big                 
Wolf and Little Wolf: Such a Beautiful Orange, allow readers to spend more time with these                
two friends.  I hope you enjoy sharing this book with our students!  
  
Sincerely,  

Mr. Gagliardi 
Principal 
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